macromolecules. Because existing motif-discovery tools typically miss these position-specific short motifs, we developed kpLogo, a probability-based logo tool for integrated detection and visualization of position-specific ultra-short motifs. kpLogo also overcomes the limitations of conventional motif-visualization tools in handling positional interdependencies and utilizing ranked or weighted sequences increasingly available from high-throughput assays.
as might have been expected from previous analyses examining these motifs in other species (although kpLogo found the motifs in an unbiased analysis, whereas the previous analyses searched specifically for the motifs) 4, 8 . These previous analyses also found that none of the four motifs were present in nematodes miRNAs 4, 8 , consistent with the observation that nematode pri-miRNAs are typically not processed when ectopically expressed in human cells 4 . To search for motifs that might facilitate the processing of pri-miRNAs in nematodes, we ran kpLogo on a set of 95 Caenorhabditis elegans pri-RNAs that had been previously curated to remove paralogous sequences. The two most prominent motifs were on opposite strands and together formed a paired CC/GGNG motif in the vicinity of the human mismatched GHG motif ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
In summary, kpLogo streamlines sensitive motif discovery with logo-type visualization and enables the discovery of motifs missed by existing tools as well as the generation of sequence-logo plots for ranked or weighted sequences. With the increasing use of high-throughput sequencing for quantitative measurement of a large number of sequence variants, tools like kpLogo will have an expanding role in the discovery and interpretation of patterns hidden in biological sequences. kpLogo and a detailed manual for its implementation can be accessed at a simple webserver at http://kpLogo.wi.mit.edu, which generates frequency, information-content, and probability logos in addition to k-mer logos. Source code is freely available at https://github.com/xuebingwu/kpLogo under the GNU General Public License (GPL). kpLogo was developed in C++, and can be used via either a simple command-line interface or a web server. As input, it accepts a list of sequences of identical length, which are either unweighted, weighted, or ranked. kpLogo enumerates all possible k-mers of user-specified lengths, evaluates their presence at each position in all input sequences, and reports their enrichment and depletion at each position as determined using an appropriate statistical model (described below). kpLogo tests all k-mers ranging from 1-4 letters by default and can also be configured to test k-mers of other lengths. Degenerate letters can be specified using the IUPAC code. In addition to probability logo and k-mer logo, kpLogo also generates logo plots for monomer frequency and information content.
Figure legends

Statistical models.
Weighted or ranked sequences. For each position and for every possible k-mer of user-specified size range (default from 1-4) at that position, input sequences are divided into a positive group and a negative group, depending on whether a match to the k-mer can be found at the specific position in the sequence.
The weights in the two groups are then compared using the one-sided two-sample Student's t test, or ranks in the two groups are compared using the Mann-Whitney U test (using a z-test approximation).
Unweighted sequences.
For each possible k-mer of user-specified size range (default from 1-4) at each position, the one-sided binomial test (using a z-test approximation) is used to evaluate whether the frequency of the k-mer is higher or lower than expected. The expected frequency is determined using one of three background models specified by users to be either the average frequency of the same k-mer across all positions (default), the frequency of the same k-mer at the same position but in a separate set of background sequences or shuffled input sequences that preserve sequence composition, or the frequency calculated from Markov models learned from the input sequences or background sequences.
Logo generation.
In each position of a k-mer logo, only the most enriched k-mer and the most depleted k-mer starting at that position are shown above and below the coordinate, respectively. Each k-mer reads vertically from top to bottom, with total height scaled by either its test statistic (either t statistic or z score, depending on the test) or its -log 10 -transformed P value, depending on the user-defined preference, although in instances in which an absolute P value is too small to be represented in the current computer system (P < 10 -324 ) the analysis and scaling defaults to test statistics. In a probability logo, single letters are stacked on top of each other and each scaled by associated test statistics or P values. Enriched/depleted letters are stacked above/below the coordinates, respectively. In both k-mer logo and probability logo, coordinates of positions with P values smaller than a specified threshold (default 0.05) after Bonferroni correction are highlighted in red. Positions for which the frequency of a single letter exceeds a defined threshold (default 0.75) are designated fixed positions, and coordinates of these positions are highlighted in black. Only the dominant letter is shown at fixed positions, and letters at fixed positions are shown at heights 10% higher than the max height of non-fixed positions.
Data sources.
Sequences and associated weights (if any) for miRNA hairpins 4 , CRISPR guide RNAs 9 , and CRE enhancer variants 5 were obtained from the corresponding publications and are included in the kpLogo source code as example inputs. The sets of miRNA hairpins from human and C. elegans had been curated to remove closely related paralogs 4 , which reduced the chance of identifying motifs that were enriched solely due to descent from common ancestry. −20 −10 0 10 20 
